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Written Statement action plan  

 

 

 

Role and responsibilities 
 

 
 
 

Officer: Campaigns Officer (Yu Xu) 

Date of panel: 04/11/2020 

Summary of Written Statement Items  

Promote campaigns significantly with adjustments due to pandemic to achieve the original 
key aims even though some statements and relevant policies have to be changed to 'make 
real sense'. 

Context: Make campaigns easier regardless of whatever situations.  

Progress: 

Communicate with Thomas Snape (Policy and Campaigns 
Coordinator) to make more clear agreements about the direction of 
work based on 'current and updated' role and responsibilities and 
pandemic. 
Investigate the thoughts of students (of different backgrounds) and 
the general situations of how campaigns or events related have been 
going in current conditions to make further adjustments and plans 
while cooperating or hosting to promote the proceeding of campaigns 
existing or potential campaigns and the events related.   

Meeting / project Outcome for students 

Scrutiny Panel  

Officer Report 2019/20 
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Ideas and policy 
 

 

EDI, Joint Honours & Incoming Exchange 

student events of College of Arts and Law 

including ‘Pathways to Birmingham and 

students who are the first in their family to 

go to university (‘first generation’) 

community social’ and Students returning 

to education community social. 

 

Introduce and promote campaigns or stuffs 
related and make them significantly more 

'popular' among students.  

Black History Month (and (potential) Black 
Voices Campaigns related).  

Cooperating and hosting to promote the 
proceeding of following series of events 

including preparations.   

'Rebuild' and Complete BEMA 'officially and 
officiously' and 'in time'.  

 

Make the associations continue to run 
smoothly during the pandemic (to promote 

further and potential campaigns).  

Welcoming events and meetings of BEMA and 
BEAMS. 

Introduce and promote campaigns or stuffs 
related and make them significantly more 

'popular' among students. 

International Pronouns Day 
Getting involved and helping including the 

completement of the promoting video 

Events hosted by Disabled students Officer, 
Education   

Promote (potential) campaigns related and 
cooperation to help. 

Autumn Elections 

Make the main themes of the elections 
highly related to the key statements and 
core aims of the role such as 'make real 

changes' and promote them. 

Answer enquires related. Statement     

Key Idea / policy Action taken since last Panel 

Wait and need to be discussed   Wait and need to be discussed 


